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AGENT INFORMATION

PAUL
TERJESON
PTERJY@KW.COM

503-999-6777

Paul Terjeson is the Principal Broker/Owner of Oregon Farm Brokers, the Willamette
Valleys leading Farm, Ranch, and Land experts. For over 25 years, Paul and his team
have been representing Sellers and Buyers and are experts in the purchase or sale
of: High Value Farm Ground, Ranch Land, Development Property, Luxury, Small and

Large Acreage, Residential, and Multifamily. Oregon Farm Brokers diverse
background includes 5th generation farmer, nursery and dairy manager, land
developers, and economist. Paul and his team have the combination of skills,

experience, and service to understand the layers of complexity and fluency with local
zoning, water rights, soils, and construction standards in Oregon. We are here to

assist you in building your Real Estate Portfolio. Paul brings a high degree of
professionalism to help you sell your property for the highest possible value, find the
next perfect property and protect you and your interests throughout the transaction.

STEVE
HELMS

STEVEHELMS@KW.COM
541-979-01 18

Steve is a fifth generation farmer who was born and raised on a farm in the
Willamette Valley. Steve farmed for 32 years growing crops that includes
blueberries, mint, row crops, and grass seed. He also has a wide array of
knowledge about soils, water rights, property management, ranching and

forestry. Steve has served on the South Santiam River Water Board for fifteen
years. Steve enjoys working on improving his forested property and spending

time at his farm in Eastern Oregon. He looks forward to serving the hard working
people of the Willamette Valley and surrounding areas with their real estate

needs. He uses his attention to detail and foresight to proactively address every
aspect of his client’s real estate transactions. With a reputation of hard work,

honesty, and protecting his client’s interests, Steve is interested in doing
everything possible to ensure you are successful.



1389 SqFt
Built 1890 
New Water Heater
Tenant Occupied for $500 Monthly Rent

712 SqFt
Built 1962

Main Home

Manufactured Home

*Two Legal Dwellings, Buyer todo their Due Diligence with Marion County

Home

Land

Camas Gravelly Sandy Loam
Cloquato Silt Loam
Salem Gravely Silt Loam

Fully Covered
1954 Priority Date

$6,250 Yearly Rent
Lease Ends 2024 

41.6 Acres
Zoned EFU
Class 2 and 4 Soils

Water Rights

Approximately 37 Acres of Leased Fescue
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County Information
List Packet (s) Provided Through County Records
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Deed
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Soil Report
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Fields | Soil Survey May 15, 2023

1 field, 43 acres in Marion County, OR township/section 9S 2W – 25, 26

Sa

2224A

Cm

CaCa
Nw

avg nccpi

61.7
county avg

43.7

quality 25 89

All fields
43 ac.

Source: NRCS Soil Survey

soil
code

soil description acres percentage of
field

soil
class

nccpi

Ca Camas gravelly sandy loam 21.22 49.4% 4 47.1

Cm Cloquato silt loam 10.72 24.9% 2 87.9

Sa Salem gravelly silt loam 7.71 17.9% 2 62.1

Nw Newberg silt loam 2.80 6.5% 2 78.8

2224A Courtney gravelly silty clay loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes 0.54 1.2% 4 21.6

42.98 61.7

AcreValue © 2023 Ag-Analytics Technology Company All Rights Reserved.
Use of this report is subject to Ag-Analytics Technology Company’s Terms of Service.
All information is provided without any express or implied warranties of any kind.
Land prices are estimates of valuation and not certified appraised values.

Soil Survey: 1 of 1



Water Rights
Documents Provided Through OWRD
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Inspections
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Buyers should not rely on this or any other correspondence because
the information may not be accurate. The seller makes no

representation whatsoever regarding the accuracy or completeness of
the information and is providing the buyer with a copy of the report

only for disclosure purposes. Buyer is advised to obtain their due
diligence.
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2.1.1 Roof - Coverings: Multiple Roo�ng Layers

2.1.2 Roof - Coverings: Corroded Roo�ng Material

2.1.3 Roof - Coverings: Roof Patching

2.3.1 Roof - Roof Drainage Systems: Gutter System Damaged/Not Present

2.4.1 Roof - Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations: Chimney Mortar Deteriorating

2.4.2 Roof - Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations: Chimney Crown Not Properly Installed

2.4.3 Roof - Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations: Chimney Structure Moss Growth

2.4.4 Roof - Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations: Vent Stack Cap(s) Damaged

2.4.5 Roof - Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations: Chimney Crown Corroded

2.5.1 Roof - Eaves, So�ts & Fascia: Fascia/Eave/Rafter Wood Rot

2.5.2 Roof - Eaves, So�ts & Fascia: Fascia/Eave Gap(s)

2.5.3 Roof - Eaves, So�ts & Fascia: Fascia/Eave Paint Deteriorating

2.5.4 Roof - Eaves, So�ts & Fascia: Fascia In Contact With the Roof Surface

2.6.1 Roof - Roof Structure & Attic: Signs of An Active Leak

2.6.2 Roof - Roof Structure & Attic: Roof Decking Wood Rot

3.1.1 Exterior - Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding/Exterior Cladding Paint Testing Recommended

3.1.2 Exterior - Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding/Trim Wood Rot

3.1.3 Exterior - Siding, Flashing & Trim: Section(s) of Siding/Trim Not Present

3.1.4 Exterior - Siding, Flashing & Trim: Wood in Close Proximity to Siding/Foundation

3.1.5 Exterior - Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding/Trim Paint Deteriorating

3.1.6 Exterior - Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding/Exterior Cladding in Contact With Roof Surface

3.2.1 Exterior - Foundation: Skirting Wood Rot/Damage

3.2.2 Exterior - Foundation: Skirting in Contact With the Ground

3.3.1 Exterior - Exterior Doors & Windows: Window Trim/Frame Wood Rot

3.6.1 Exterior - Vegetation, Grading, Drainage & Retaining Walls: Vegetation Near/Against the Exterior
Cladding

SUMMARY

80 41 28 14
ITEMS INSPECTED MINOR/MAINTENANCE

RECOMMENDATIONS

MODERATE

RECOMMENDATIONS

LIFE/HEALTH/SAFETY/IMMIN

ENT FAILURE

RECOMMENDATIONS
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4.2.1 Basement, Foundation, Crawl Space & Structure - Vapor Retarders (Crawl Space or Basement):
Incorrect Vapor Barrier Material

4.4.1 Basement, Foundation, Crawl Space & Structure - Ceiling Structure: Sub-Floor Structure Wood
Rot/Damage

4.4.2 Basement, Foundation, Crawl Space & Structure - Ceiling Structure: Floor Structure Improperly
Braced

4.6.1 Basement, Foundation, Crawl Space & Structure - Crawl Space Drainage: Presence of Crawl Space
Drainage Uncon�rmed

5.2.1 Plumbing - Hot Water Systems, Controls, Flues & Vents: TPR Valve Discharges Onto Floor

5.2.2 Plumbing - Hot Water Systems, Controls, Flues & Vents: Incorrect Length of TPR Valve Piping

5.3.1 Plumbing - Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures: Bathtub(s)/Shower(s) Sealant
Deteriorating/Not Present

5.3.2 Plumbing - Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures: Exterior Spigot Leaking

5.3.3 Plumbing - Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures: Pedestal Sink(s) Loose

5.3.4 Plumbing - Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures: Low Water Pressure

5.4.1 Plumbing - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: Recommend Cesspit Line Scope/Cesspit Inspection

5.4.2 Plumbing - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: Corroded Cast Iron Piping

5.4.3 Plumbing - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: Improperly Supported Drain/Waste Piping

5.4.4 Plumbing - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: Drain Stop(s) Not Present

5.4.5 Plumbing - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: Drain Piping Disconnected

5.5.1 Plumbing - Fuel Storage & Distribution Systems: Corrosion On The Supply Line(s)

8.2.1 Electrical - Main & Subpanels, Service & Grounding, Main Overcurrent Device: Insu�cient Labeling of
Electrical Panel

8.2.2 Electrical - Main & Subpanels, Service & Grounding, Main Overcurrent Device: Incorrect Type of Panel
Cover Fastener(s)

8.3.1 Electrical - Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers & Fuses: Breaker(s) Incorrectly Wired

8.4.1 Electrical - GFCI & AFCI: No GFCI Protection Installed

8.5.1 Electrical - Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles: Light Bulb(s) Not Functioning/Not Present

8.5.2 Electrical - Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles: Light Fixture Cover(s) Not Present

8.5.3 Electrical - Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles: Cover Plate(s) Not Present

8.5.4 Electrical - Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles: Junction Box(es) Not Present

8.5.5 Electrical - Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles: Light Fixture(s) Damaged

8.6.1 Electrical - Smoke Detectors: Smoke Detector(s) Exceed Age Requirements

8.6.2 Electrical - Smoke Detectors: Smoke Detectors Not Present

8.7.1 Electrical - Carbon Monoxide Detectors: Carbon Monoxide Detectors Not Present

9.3.1 Attic, Insulation & Ventilation - Exhaust Systems: Range/Oven Exhaust System Not Present

9.3.2 Attic, Insulation & Ventilation - Exhaust Systems: Bathroom Exhaust System Not Present

9.3.3 Attic, Insulation & Ventilation - Exhaust Systems: Dryer Exhaust Venting into Crawl Space
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In Attendance

Home Owner
Occupancy

Occupied
Type of Building

Single Family

1: INSPECTION DETAILS

Information

11.1.1 Doors, Windows & Interior - Ceilings: Ceiling Damage

11.1.2 Doors, Windows & Interior - Ceilings: Signs of Possible Microbial Growth

11.1.3 Doors, Windows & Interior - Ceilings: Ceiling Surface Staining/Discoloration

11.2.1 Doors, Windows & Interior - Walls: Wall Surface Damage

11.2.2 Doors, Windows & Interior - Walls: Signs of Moisture Damage

11.2.3 Doors, Windows & Interior - Walls: Signs of an Active Leak

11.2.4 Doors, Windows & Interior - Walls: Staining/Discoloration on Wall Surface(s)

11.2.5 Doors, Windows & Interior - Walls: Section(s) of Drywall Not Present

11.2.6 Doors, Windows & Interior - Walls: Signs of Possible Microbial Growth

11.3.1 Doors, Windows & Interior - Floors: Loose Carpeting

11.3.2 Doors, Windows & Interior - Floors: Uneven Flooring

11.5.1 Doors, Windows & Interior - Windows: Single Pane Window(s)

11.7.1 Doors, Windows & Interior - Steps, Stairways & Railings: Incorrect Baluster Spacing

11.7.2 Doors, Windows & Interior - Steps, Stairways & Railings: Guardrail(s)/Railing(s) Damaged

11.7.3 Doors, Windows & Interior - Steps, Stairways & Railings: Step Riser(s) Exceed Recommended Height

11.7.4 Doors, Windows & Interior - Steps, Stairways & Railings: Guardrail Insu�cient Height

13.1.1 Garage - Ceiling: Ceiling Structure Gap(s)/Penetration(s)

13.1.2 Garage - Ceiling: Ceiling Structure Sagging

13.1.3 Garage - Ceiling: Ceiling Structure Wood Rot

13.2.1 Garage - Walls & Firewalls: Wall Surface Gap(s)/Penetration(s)

13.2.2 Garage - Walls & Firewalls: Wall Surface Staining/Discoloration

13.4.1 Garage - Garage Door: Garage Door Wood Rot

13.6.1 Garage - Occupant Door (From the Garage into the Interior of the Home): Door Does Not Meet
Separation Requirements

13.6.2 Garage - Occupant Door (From the Garage into the Interior of the Home): Weather-Stripping
Damaged/Not Present

14.1.1 Pest - Rodents, Insects, or Other Pests: Signs of Wasps or Other Such Insects Present

14.1.2 Pest - Rodents, Insects, or Other Pests: Rodent Mitigation Present

14.1.3 Pest - Rodents, Insects, or Other Pests: Signs of a Wood Destroying Insects

section-YThjYzU0MGYtM2Q3Ny00NWEzLWJkMTctNGFhMjA5NTY3ZWI1
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Weather Conditions

Cloudy, Below 65 Degrees,
Raining

Temperature (approximate)

52 Fahrenheit (F)

Front Side of the Home - Side A
(South)

Right Side of the Home - Side B (East) Back Side of the Home - Side C
(North)

Left Side of the Home - Side D (West)

Style
Exterior

Multi-level

Limitations

General

OCCUPIED RESIDENCE
EXTERIOR/INTERIOR

At the time of the inspection, the residence was occupied and as such various obstructions were present
limiting the inspectors ability to fully assess the exterior of the home, the interior ceiling surfaces, walls,
�oors, electrical outlets and switches, the associated components, and portions of the systems that are
present.
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Inspection Method

Drone
Coverings: Material

Metal
Flashings: Material

Steal/Lead

2: ROOF

IN NI LI NP D

2.1 Coverings X X

2.2 Flashings X

2.3 Roof Drainage Systems X X

2.4 Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations X X

2.5 Eaves, So�ts & Fascia X X

2.6 Roof Structure & Attic X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Limitations/Obstructions - Exterior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

section-ZTc1MTMwODAtZjY4OC00ODU4LTg2ZjctNTc1NTIyMWU2YzA0
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Roof Drainage Systems: Gutter

Material

Vinyl

Roof Structure & Attic: Material

Wood, Metal
Roof Structure & Attic: Type

Gable

Roof Structure - Top View Front Side Roof - Side A Front Side Awning - Side A

Right Side Roof - Side B Flat Roof Structure - Side B Back Side Roof - Side C

Left Side Roof - Side D

Roof Type/Style
Roof

Gable

Limitations

General

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
ROOF

Due to the type of roof covering and the slope of the roof in conjunction with the lack of an anchor/tie-o�
system on the roof, the inspector was unable to traverse the roof for safety concerns. As such, the
inspector was unable to fully assess the portions of the systems that are present such as, the condition of
the roo�ng material, gutters, vents, and other such roo�ng system components. If desired, we recommend
that a roo�ng contractor assess the status of the complete roof, and determine if any repairs are needed.
Additionally, the inspector used a drone to assess portions of the roof and the associated system and
components on present on the roof. The use of drone technology is limited to a visual assessment only
and can be impacted by the conditions present on the day of the inspection.
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Observations

Limitations/Obstructions - Roof
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Roof
(Representative Picture)

Roof Structure & Attic

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
INTERIOR ROOF STRUCTURE/ATTIC

Due to the type of construction no attic or accessible space above the home is present. As such, the
inspector was unable to fully evaluate the interior roo�ng structure, roof decking, associated components,
and portions of the systems that are present within the attic. Please review the limitations noted under
the "Attic" section of the inspection report for further information.

2.1.1 Coverings

MULTIPLE ROOFING LAYERS
ROOF - VARIOUS

The roof has a previous shingle layer underlying the outer metal roof
covering; please note, deterioration of the shingles was noted on the
observable portions of the underlying layer. Two layers of roo�ng
material can trap more heat, which in turn can damage and shorten
the life span of the roof; additionally, depending upon manufacturer
recommendations, layering over the existing roof cover could also
shorten or even void a warranty associated with the roo�ng material.
Adding a second layer of roof covering increases the weight of the
roof and puts additional stress on the roof decking and associated
structures, which can pose issues in wet weather or areas with heavy
snowfall. Further, layering over the existing roof cover limits access
to the underlying roo�ng material and decking should issues arise
and repairs are needed. We recommend further evaluation and
correction by a licensed roo�ng contractor.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.

Multiple Roo�ng Layers
(Representative Picture)

Moderate Recommendations

2.1.2 Coverings

CORRODED ROOFING MATERIAL
ROOF - VARIOUS

Portions of the metal roof covering appear to be corroded. We recommend a quali�ed individual clean
and paint these areas to prevent further corrosion and possible deterioration of the material. 

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed professional.

Corroded Roof Covering
(Representative Picture)

Corroded Roof Covering
(Representative Picture)

Corroded Roof Covering
(Representative Picture)

2.1.3 Coverings

ROOF PATCHING
ROOF - VARIOUS

Areas of what appear to be patching was observed on the roof. We
recommend further evaluation by a licensed roo�ng contractor to
ensure the patching has been appropriately installed and no issues
are present.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.
Roof Patching

Moderate Recommendations

2.3.1 Roof Drainage Systems

GUTTER SYSTEM DAMAGED/NOT PRESENT

EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Sections of the gutter rails and associated downspouts are damaged and/or missing on all sides of the
home. If left unaddressed, the damage could lead to corrosion and further deterioration of the gutter
rails/downspouts, moisture accumulation in the fascia and eaves, and water discharging from the
gutters/downspouts around the foundation; which can lead to excessive moisture accumulation in the soil
around the foundation and possible foundation/structural movement. We recommend a licensed gutter
contractor assess and repair as necessary.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Damage/Missing Gutter Rails and Downspouts.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed gutter contractor

Moderate Recommendations
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Gutter System Damaged/Not Present
(Representative Picture)

Gutter System Damaged/Not Present
(Representative Picture)

Gutter System Damaged/Not Present
(Representative Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)

2.4.1 Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations

CHIMNEY MORTAR DETERIORATING
ROOF - CENTER RIDGELINE

The mortar is deteriorating between the bricks in the chimney structure, located on the center ridgeline;
please note, due to limitations on the roof the inspector was unable to fully assess the chimney for
structural instability. We recommend evaluation and repair by a licensed chimney contractor.  

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed chimney contractor.

Chimney Mortar Deteriorating - Center
Ridgeline

Chimney Mortar Deteriorating - Center
Ridgeline

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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2.4.2 Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations

CHIMNEY CROWN NOT PROPERLY INSTALLED
ROOF - CENTER RIDGELINE

A metal sheet has been placed on top of the chimney on the center ridgeline, to serve as a make-shift
chimney crown; please note, the sheet has been secured with bricks. Additionally, this has caused a gap
between the crown and the vent stack. The absence of a properly installed chimney crown could lead to
moisture damage resulting in deterioration of the concrete structure, the chimney �ue liner, and possible
moisture penetration into the interior structure of the home. We recommend assessment by a licensed
chimney contractor for possible repairs to ensure the life and serviceability of the chimney.  

Here is a helpful article on chimney sealing and maintenance.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed chimney contractor.

Chimney Crown Not Properly Installed
- Center Ridgeline

Gap Around Vent Stack - Center
Ridgeline

Moderate Recommendations

2.4.3 Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof Penetrations

CHIMNEY STRUCTURE MOSS GROWTH

ROOF - CENTER RIDGELINE

Moss growth was observed on all sides of the chimney structure on the center ridgeline. While this can be
a common occurrence in wet weather climates, if left unaddressed, this can lead to further deterioration
of the mortar resulting in structural instability. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual clean
the moss growth from the chimney and continued monitoring to ensure no deterioration of the structure
occurs.

**Note: The Video Depicts Moss Growth on the Chimney Structure.**

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Moss Growth on Chimney Structure -
Center Ridgeline (Representative
Picture)

Moss Growth on Chimney Structure -
Center Ridgeline (Representative
Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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2.4.4 Skylights, Chimneys &

Other Roof Penetrations

VENT STACK CAP(S) DAMAGED
ROOF - FLAT ROOF STRUCTURE

The cap on the water heater vent stack is damaged/dented located
on the �at roof structure. While the cap appears to be in working
condition, with continued exposure to the elements the damage
could lead to corrosion and deterioration of the material. We
recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual assess and correct as
needed to protect and extend the life of the material. 

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Vent Stack Cap Damaged - Flat Roof
Structure

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

2.4.5 Skylights, Chimneys & Other Roof

Penetrations

CHIMNEY CROWN CORRODED
ROOF - CENTER RIDGELINE

Corrosion was observed on the chimney crown located on the center
ridgeline. With continued exposure to the elements the corrosion
could become more extensive, leading to deterioration of the
material. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual assess
and correct as needed to protect and extend the life of the material.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Corroded Chimney Crown - Center
Ridgeline

Moderate Recommendations

2.5.1 Eaves, So�ts & Fascia

FASCIA/EAVE/RAFTER WOOD ROT
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Signi�cant wood rot was identi�ed in the fascia and eaves and rafters on all sides of the home, to include
the enclosed patio and garage structure; moisture readings indicate a 22.5% saturation level, at the time
of the inspection. The wood rot was deemed signi�cant due to the extent of deterioration present, as well
as the amount of moisture that has penetrated into the fascia/eaves. As such, we recommend this be
assessed and corrected by a licensed roo�ng contractor to prevent further damage to the eave structure
and/or underlying structure.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Fascia/Eave Wood Rot.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Fascia/Eave Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Fascia/Eave Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Fascia/Eave Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Rafter Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)

2.5.2 Eaves, So�ts & Fascia

FASCIA/EAVE GAP(S)
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

There are gaps in the fascia and eaves, noted in the following locations:

Between the eave panels on all sides of the home, to include the enclosed porch; please note, several
panels are missing (Pictures 1a, 1b)

Between the fascia and eaves on all sides of the home; please note, the fascia and eaves appear to be
warped from moisture intrusion (Picture 2)

This can create a point for possible moisture intrusion, pest infestation, as well as deterioration of the
surrounding material, if not addressed. We recommend a licensed roo�ng contractor assess and repair as
needed to prevent.

Moderate Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.

Picture 1a - Eave Panel Gaps
(Representative Picture)

Picture 1b - Eave Panel Gaps
(Representative Picture)

Picture 2 - Fascia/Eave Gap(s)
(Representative Picture)

2.5.3 Eaves, So�ts & Fascia

FASCIA/EAVE PAINT DETERIORATING
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

The paint is deteriorating on the fascia and eaves on all sides of the home. Deterioration of the paint
exposes the underlying material and structure to the external elements and could lead to possible
moisture intrusion. To protect and extend the life of the material we recommend these areas be prepped
and painted by a licensed painting contractor.  

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed painting contractor.

Fascia/Eave Paint Deteriorating
(Representative Picture)

Fascia/Eave Paint Deteriorating
(Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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2.5.4 Eaves, So�ts & Fascia

FASCIA IN CONTACT WITH THE ROOF SURFACE
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Portions of the fascia boards are in contact with the roof. Fascia that is in direct contact with the roof can
absorb the moisture from the roof surface, leading to deterioration of the material. It is recommended
that a minimum of 1.5 inches of space be between the fascia and the roof surface to allow for proper
water drainage o� the roof surface without damaging the material. We recommend assessment and
possible repair by a licensed roo�ng contractor.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.

Fascia in Contact With the Roof
(Representative Picture)

Fascia in Contact With the Roof
(Representative Picture)

Moderate Recommendations

2.6.1 Roof Structure & Attic

SIGNS OF AN ACTIVE LEAK
BEDROOM (FIRST FLOOR - ON RIGHT)

Signs of an active leak were observed in the bedroom on the right, located on the �rst �oor; sheeting is
present on the ceiling structure and a bucket has been placed under the area to catch the water. If left
unaddressed, the material in this area could further deteriorate, possibly allowing moisture to penetrate
further into the interior ceiling/wall structures, and the surrounding areas, such as the �oor. We
recommend a licensed roo�ng contractor assess and correct as necessary. 

**Note: The Video Depicts the Active Leak.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Signs of An Active Leak - Bedroom (First
Floor - On Right)

Video
(click here to view on web)

2.6.2 Roof Structure & Attic

ROOF DECKING WOOD ROT
ROOF - VARIOUS

Signi�cant wood rot was identi�ed in the observable portions of the roof decking on all sides of the home.
The wood rot was deemed signi�cant due to the extent of the moisture penetration and the deterioration
of the material. We recommend that this be assessed and corrected by a licensed roo�ng contractor to
prevent further damage to the material and/or underlying structure.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Roof Decking Wood Rot.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed roo�ng professional.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Inspection Method

Visual
Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding

Material

Wood

Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding

Style

Shakes

Foundation: Material

Wood Skirting

3: EXTERIOR

IN NI LI NP D

3.1 Siding, Flashing & Trim X X

3.2 Foundation X X

3.3 Exterior Doors & Windows X X

3.4 Decks, Balconies, & Steps X

3.5 Walkways, Porches, Patios, & Driveways X

3.6 Vegetation, Grading, Drainage & Retaining Walls X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Roof Decking Wood Rot
(Representative Picture)

Roof Decking Wood Rot
(Representative Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)

section-NjQwZDgzNzEtYzFkZS00MTQ4LWFhZjAtNmU0Y2MwZDkxODMx
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Main Entrance Door - Side

Exterior Doors & Windows:

Exterior Entry Door(s)
Exterior - Side A

Glass, Wood

Decks, Balconies, & Steps:

Appurtenance

Not Present

Decks, Balconies, & Steps:

Material

Not Present

Walkways, Porches, Patios, &

Driveways: Appurtenance

Covered Porch,
Walkway/Driveway

Walkways, Porches, Patios, &

Driveways: Appurtenance

Material

Dirt, Gravel

Walkway Crack(s) - Side A
(Representative Picture)

Walkways, Porches, Patios, & Driveways: Walkway Crack(s)
Exterior - Side A

Crack(s) were observed in the walkway on the front side (Side A) of the home, which may indicate movement in the
underlying soil. This is common for the age of the home, and can occur as the material ages, lack of maintenance or
cleaning, in conjunction with continued exposure to the elements. We recommend monitoring to ensure the cracks do
not worsen; if the condition worsens, we recommend a licensed concrete contractor assess for possible repairs.

Limitations

Siding, Flashing & Trim

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS SIDING/TRIM

EXTERIOR - SIDE B
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Observations

Various obstructions along the exterior right side (Side B) limited the
ability of the inspector to fully assess and view the siding and
associated structural components. We recommend removal of the
obstructions and a re-inspection by a quali�ed/skilled individual to
ensure no issues are present. 

Limitations/Obstructions - Side B

3.1.1 Siding, Flashing & Trim

SIDING/EXTERIOR CLADDING PAINT TESTING
RECOMMENDED
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Due to the age of the home and use of lead based paint in the early years of construction, it is possible
that the paint used on the siding/exterior cladding could contain lead. As such, prior to any major work on
the exterior of the home we recommend a licensed environmental contract evaluate and test as needed.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed environmental contractor

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

3.1.2 Siding, Flashing & Trim

SIDING/TRIM WOOD ROT
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Signi�cant wood rot was identi�ed in the siding and trim on all sides of the home; please note, the wood
rot has led to extensive deterioration of the siding and trim, exposing the sheathing and framing
structure, and creating gaps in the material. We recommend this be assessed and corrected by a licensed
siding contractor to prevent further damage to the material and/or underlying structure.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Signi�cant Wood Rot in the Siding and Trim.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed siding specialist.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Siding/Trim Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Siding/Trim Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Siding/Trim Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Siding/Trim Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Siding/Trim Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)

3.1.3 Siding, Flashing & Trim

SECTION(S) OF SIDING/TRIM NOT PRESENT
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

At the time of the inspection, several sections of siding were missing in various areas on the exterior of
the home. This can lead to moisture intrusion, wood rot, and provide an avenue for pests to enter the
home. We recommend a licensed siding contractor assess and repair/replace the missing portion of the
siding.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed siding specialist.

Moderate Recommendations
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Section(s) of Missing Siding
(Representative Picture)

Section(s) of Missing Siding
(Representative Picture)

3.1.4 Siding, Flashing & Trim

WOOD IN CLOSE PROXIMITY
TO SIDING/FOUNDATION
EXTERIOR - SIDE B

Wood is in contact with the siding on the right side (Side B) of the
home. This can create a point of possible pest intrusion, speci�cally
wood destroying insects, between the foundation and siding, and
possibly the interior structure of the home. Wood destroying insects
such as termites and carpenter ants create nests within cellulose
material, such as old wood. We recommend the wood be removed.

Recommendation

Recommended DIY Project

Wood in Contact With Siding - Side B

Moderate Recommendations

3.1.5 Siding, Flashing & Trim

SIDING/TRIM PAINT DETERIORATING
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

The paint on the siding and trim appears to be deteriorating on all sides of the home. Deterioration of the
paint exposes the underlying material and structure to the external elements and could lead to possible
moisture intrusion. To protect and extend the life of the material we recommend these areas be prepped
and painted by a licensed painting contractor.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed painting contractor.

Moderate Recommendations
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Siding/Trim Paint Deteriorating
(Representative Picture)

Siding/Trim Paint Deteriorating
(Representative Picture)

Siding/Trim Paint Deteriorating
(Representative Picture)

3.1.6 Siding, Flashing & Trim

SIDING/EXTERIOR CLADDING IN CONTACT WITH ROOF
SURFACE
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Sections of the siding are in contact with the roof, in several areas. Siding/exterior cladding that is in
direct contact with the roof surface can absorb the moisture from the roof surface, leading to
deterioration of the material. It is recommended that a minimum of 1.5 inches of space be between the
siding/exterior cladding and the roof surface to allow for proper water drainage o� the roof surface
without damaging the material. We recommend assessment and possible repair by a licensed siding
contractor.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed siding specialist.

Siding in Contact With Roof
(Representative Picture)

Siding in Contact With Roof
(Representative Picture)

Moderate Recommendations
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3.2.1 Foundation

SKIRTING WOOD ROT/DAMAGE
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Wood rot was identi�ed in the skirting on all sides of the home; please note, the wood rot has led to
deterioration of the wood and gaps between the skirting panels. Skirting serves to protect the underlying
material and structure from damage, moisture and pest intrusion; additionally, it acts as an insulating
barrier to assist in climate control of the home. We recommend a licensed contractor further evaluate and
repair.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Skirting Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Skirting Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Skirting Wood Rot (Representative
Picture)

Moderate Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)

3.2.2 Foundation

SKIRTING IN CONTACT WITH THE GROUND
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

The skirting is in contact with the ground all sides of the home, and does not appear to be pressure
treated to withstand moisture intrusion. If not addressed, the constant exposure to the external elements,
and the moisture on the ground surface, can lead to wood rot of non-pressure treated wood and
deterioration of the material. We recommend a licensed contractor evaluate and correct as necessary.

Moderate Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Skirting in Contact With the Ground
(Representative Picture)

Skirting in Contact With the Ground
(Representative Picture)

Skirting in Contact With the Ground
(Representative Picture)

3.3.1 Exterior Doors & Windows

WINDOW TRIM/FRAME WOOD ROT
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Signi�cant wood rot was identi�ed in the window trim and frames on all sides of the home. The wood rot
was deemed signi�cant due to the extent of deterioration of the material, which has resulted in several
loose windowpanes, and caused several panes to fall out of the frames. We recommend a licensed
window contractor assess and repair as needed to prevent further deterioration of the trim/frames, and
further damage to the glass panes.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Window Trim/Frame Wood Rot.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed window repair/installation contractor.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Window Trim/Frame Wood Rot
(Representative Picture)

Window Trim/Frame Wood Rot
(Representative Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)

3.6.1 Vegetation, Grading, Drainage & Retaining Walls

VEGETATION NEAR/AGAINST THE EXTERIOR
CLADDING
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

We recommend that the plants and/or shrubbery near/along of the home be either removed or trimmed
back in the following locations:

Front Side of the Home (Side A) (Picture 1)

Right Side of the Home (Side B) (Picture 2)

Back Side of the Home (Side C) (Picture 3)

The single biggest issue in regard to plant material growing near or on the structure of the home is the
presence of moisture, which can accelerate the deterioration of the siding/exterior cladding and create a
possible avenue for pests to enter the home. Additionally, larger shrubs and/or trees growing near the
foundation can cause instability of the structural integrity of the foundation, as the root systems continue
to grow and disturb the supporting soil around the foundation structure.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Floor: Basement/Crawl Space

Floor

Dirt

Ceiling Structure: Material

Wood Beams
Ceiling Structure: Sub-�oor

Plank

Ceiling Structure: Flooring

Insulation

Not Present

Crawl Space Drainage: Location

Unknown

Inspection Method
Exterior

Visual, Crawl Space Access

There is not a dedicated crawl space access point. The crawl space is accessed by removal of a skirting panel. 

4: BASEMENT, FOUNDATION, CRAWL SPACE &

STRUCTURE

IN NI LI NP D

4.1 Basement(s) & Crawl Space(s) X

4.2 Vapor Retarders (Crawl Space or Basement) X X

4.3 Floor X

4.4 Ceiling Structure X X

4.5 Wall Structure X

4.6 Crawl Space Drainage X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Picture 1 - Side A

Picture 2 - Side B Picture 3 - Side C

section-MGZiMDgyMDEtMmI0My00N2JiLWI0MmItNzUyOTg0NGYwOGU4
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Vapor Barrier - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Vapor Retarders (Crawl Space or Basement): Vapor Barrier Present
Crawl Space

At the time of the inspection, a vapor barrier was present in the crawl space, please review limitations and/or
observations for any de�ciencies noted within the system.

Limitations

Basement(s) & Crawl Space(s)

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
CRAWL SPACE

Due to the presence of obstructions and possible instability of the sub-�oor structure within the crawl
space, there was limited ability to fully assess the underlying portions of the structures, the sub-�oor
structure (framing), and portions of the plumbing, HVAC ductwork, and other components/systems that
are present.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Instability of the Support Posts/Sub-Floor Structure.**
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Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)
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Observations

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Wall Structure

NOT PRESENT

Due to the type of home construction there was no interior foundation wall structure present. Skirting is
present around the exterior of the home to enclose the crawlspace.

4.2.1 Vapor Retarders (Crawl

Space or Basement)

INCORRECT VAPOR BARRIER MATERIAL
CRAWL SPACE

An incorrect type of vapor barrier has been used on the �oor of the
crawl space; the material appears to be that of a general tarp. It is
recommended that 6-mil thick polyethylene plastic, with 12 inches of
overlap is present on each seam of the vapor barrier to prevent
moisture intrusion, which can seep from the ground into the crawl
space. If left unaddressed, excessive moisture in the crawlspace can
cause corrosion to ductwork, wood rot to the framing members, and
possibly create an environment suitable for the development of
microbial growth, such as mold. As such, we recommend a licensed
insulation contractor assess and correct.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed insulation contractor.

Incorrect Type of Vapor Barrier Material
- Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

4.4.1 Ceiling Structure

SUB-FLOOR STRUCTURE WOOD
ROT/DAMAGE
CRAWL SPACE

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Signi�cant wood and damage to the sub-�oor structure was observed in the crawl space. The support
beams and wood/stone columns are deteriorating. Over time and if left unaddressed, the deterioration
could become more extensive, leading to instability of the sub-�oor structure and the associated framing
members. We recommend a structural engineer further evaluate. 

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed structural engineer.

Sub-Floor Structure Wood Rot/Damage
- Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Sub-Floor Structure Wood Rot/Damage
- Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Sub-Floor Structure Wood Rot/Damage
- Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Sub-Floor Structure Wood Rot/Damage
- Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

4.4.2 Ceiling Structure

FLOOR STRUCTURE IMPROPERLY
BRACED
CRAWL SPACE

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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The sub-�oor structure is improperly braced in multiple areas in the observable portions of the crawl
space. The support columns appear to be stacked scrap wood and/or stone, and are unstable and not
adequately supporting the �oor beam. We recommend further evaluation by a structural engineer assess
and repair as needed to ensure stability of the columns and the overhead sub-�oor structure.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Improperly Braced Sub-Floor Structure.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed structural engineer.

Floor Structure Improperly Braced -
Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Floor Structure Improperly Braced -
Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Floor Structure Improperly Braced -
Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Floor Structure Improperly Braced -
Crawl Space (Representative Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)
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Filters

Sediment Filter
Water Source

Well
Hot Water Systems, Controls,

Flues & Vents: Capacity

50 gallons

Hot Water Systems, Controls,

Flues & Vents: Location

Utility Room

Hot Water Systems, Controls,

Flues & Vents: Power

Source/Type

Gas

Water Supply, Distribution

Systems & Fixtures: Water Supply

Material

Unknown

Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems:

Drain Size

4”

Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems:

Material

Iron

5: PLUMBING

IN NI LI NP D

5.1 Main Water Shut-o� Device X

5.2 Hot Water Systems, Controls, Flues & Vents X X

5.3 Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures X X

5.4 Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems X X

5.5 Fuel Storage & Distribution Systems X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

4.6.1 Crawl Space Drainage

PRESENCE OF CRAWL SPACE DRAINAGE
UNCONFIRMED
CRAWL SPACE

Due to restrictions preventing access to the crawl space the inspector was unable to determine if crawl
space drainage (sump pump or passive drain) is present under the home. We recommend a re-inspection
of the crawl space by a quali�ed individual once the sub-�oor structure has been stabilized to determine
if crawl space drainage is present. If no drainage is present, we recommend a licensed contractor install
either a sump pump or passive drain to facilitate the drainage of any possible water accumulation out of
the crawl space to ensure no issues develop.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed professional.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

section-NWU1OGE2YTctMzIxMS00MWI2LWFlMmMtODhjMDNhODViYmVl
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Gas Meter - Side B

Fuel Storage & Distribution

Systems: Gas Meter Location
Exterior - Side B

The gas meter is located on the
right side (Side B) of the home.

Main Water Shut-o� Device: Location
Pump House

Pump House

The main water shut-o� valve is located in the pump house; evaluation of the valve is not included within the scope of
the inspection. 
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Water Heater - Bradford & White
(First Floor - Utility Room)

Water Heater - Bradford & White
Manufacturer Label (First Floor -

Utility Room)

Hot Water Systems, Controls, Flues & Vents: Manufacturer
Utility Room (First Floor)

Bradford & White

At the time of the inspection the water heater was approximately 2 years, old manufactured in 2021.

Manufacturer recommendations include �ushing & servicing your water heater tank annually for optimal performance.
Water temperature should be set to at least 120 degrees F to kill microbes and no higher than 130 degrees F to prevent
scalding. 

Here is a helpful guide from Lowe's on �ushing and servicing a water heater.
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Thermal Image - Kitchen Sink (First
Floor)

Thermal Image - Half Bathroom Sink
(First Floor)

Thermal Image - Half Bathroom
Bathtub/Shower (First Floor)

Thermal Image - Half Bathroom
Toilet (First Floor)

Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures: Distribution Material
Interior - Various

PVC, Unknown
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Water Pressure Readings Observed
Between 55 & 60 PSI

Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures: Residential Water Pressure
Exterior/Interior

50 - 55 PSI

Residential water pressure tends to range between 45 and 80 psi (pounds per square inch).

Cesspit Location - Side C

Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: Cesspool Location
Exterior - Side C

The cesspit is located on the back side (Side C) of the home, to the right of the garage structure. Please note the drain
�eld is right next to it. 

Fuel Storage & Distribution Systems: Main Gas Shut-o� Location
Exterior - Side B

Gas Meter

The main gas shut-o� valve is located at the meter on the right side (Side B) of the home. The valve is not tested for
functionality and appears to be in proper working order.

Limitations

Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
CRAWL SPACE

Due to the presence of obstructions and possible instability of the sub-�oor structure within the crawl
space the inspector was unable to evaluate the condition of the water supply distribution lines, determine
if leaks are present, and/or inspect the associated systems and components.
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Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
EXTERIOR/CRAWL SPACE

At the time of the inspection a sewer line scope and cesspit tank inspection had not been performed, as
such the inspector could not verify the complete proper working order of the drainage system.

Additionally, due to the presence of obstructions and possible instability of the sub-�oor structure within
the crawl space the inspector was unable to evaluate the condition of the drain/waste piping, determine if
leaks are present, and/or inspect the associated systems and components.
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Observations

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

5.2.1 Hot Water Systems, Controls,

Flues & Vents

TPR VALVE DISCHARGES ONTO FLOOR
UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Moderate Recommendations
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It was observed that the temperature-pressure relief valve
discharges directly onto the �oor next to the water heater in the �rst
�oor utility room. Temperature-pressure relief or TPR valves are
safety devices installed on water heating units, such as boilers and
domestic water supply heaters, and are designed to automatically
release water in the event that the pressure or the temperature in
the water tank exceeds safe levels. It is recommended that the
discharge from the relief valve be piped to the �oor if in a garage or
basement, to the outside of the home/building, or to an indirect
waste receptor located inside the home/building. This is to ensure
that the valve is installed in a manner that does not cause personal
injury or property damage, and that is readily observable by the
building occupants. We recommend assessment and repair by a
licensed plumber to ensure that the TPR valve discharges to the
appropriate receptacle and/or area.  

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

TPR Valve Discharges Onto Floor -
Utility Room (First Floor)

5.2.2 Hot Water Systems,

Controls, Flues & Vents

INCORRECT LENGTH OF TPR VALVE PIPING
UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Temperature-pressure relief or TPR valves are safety devices
installed on water heating units, such as boilers and domestic water
supply heaters, and are designed to automatically release water in
the event that the pressure or the temperature in the water tank
exceeds safe levels. At the time of the inspection, the TPR
(temperature-pressure relief) valve piping on the water heater was
roughly 7.5 inches o� the �oor. TPR valve piping should extend no
more than 6 inches (maximum) from the �oor and be no closer than
2 inches from the �oor surface, as any greater distance could pose a
safety issue when the unit discharges. We recommend further
assessment by a licensed plumbing contractor.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.
Incorrect Length of TPR Valve Piping -
Utility Room (First Floor)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

5.3.1 Water Supply, Distribution Systems & Fixtures

BATHTUB(S)/SHOWER(S) SEALANT
DETERIORATING/NOT PRESENT

FULL BATHROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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The sealant is deteriorating and/or missing around the bathtub/shower in the �rst �oor full bathroom,
observed in the following areas:

Between the �oor and the baseboard trim on both the left and right sides of the bathtub/shower
(Picture 1)

Between the wall surfaces and all sides of the bathtub/shower insert (Video 1)

The absence of sealant can allow for moisture intrusion between the walls and �oor, and possible
deterioration of the underlying material and/or structure. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled
individual assess and correct as needed to prevent moisture intrusion. 

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Picture 1 - Full Bathroom (First Floor)

Video
(click here to view on web)

5.3.2 Water Supply,

Distribution Systems &

Fixtures

EXTERIOR SPIGOT LEAKING
EXTERIOR - SIDE A

The water spigot located near the transition corner from the front to
left side (Corner A/D) of the home appears to be leaking at the valve
(control knob), when the spigot is in use and when the valve is
closed. If left unaddressed, this could result in damage to the
exterior siding and/or possibly a pipe break in extreme cold weather
conditions. We recommend a licensed plumber assess and repair as
necessary.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Leaking Exterior Water Spigot.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Video
(click here to view on web)

5.3.3 Water Supply, Distribution

Systems & Fixtures

PEDESTAL SINK(S) LOOSE

FULL BATHROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

The pedestal sink in the full bathroom is loose, and not properly
secured to the wall and/or �oor. If left unaddressed, this could pose
a safety hazard. It is recommended that freestanding sinks be
anchored to the wall or �oor to prevent possible tipping. We
recommend a knowledgeable/skilled secure the sink �oor with anti-
tip hardware.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Loose Pedestal Sink.**

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Moderate Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)
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5.3.4 Water Supply,

Distribution Systems &

Fixtures

LOW WATER PRESSURE
FULL BATHROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

At the time of inspection, low water pressure was observed from the
sink faucet in the �rst �oor full bathroom; please note, this occurred
during assessment of both the hot water and cold water functions.
Over time, the water pressure could continue to decrease, and
further impact the functions of the �xture. We recommend a
licensed plumbing contractor further evaluate and repair as
necessary.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Low Water Pressure from the Sink
Faucet.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)

5.4.1 Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems

RECOMMEND CESSPIT LINE SCOPE/CESSPIT
INSPECTION
EXTERIOR

It is recommended that a cesspit line scope and cesspit tank inspection is performed to ensure that the
drainage system is in proper working order. 

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

5.4.2 Drain, Waste, & Vent

Systems

CORRODED CAST IRON PIPING
CRAWL SPACE

The cast iron piping in the crawl space is corroded in observable
areas within the crawl space. Over time, the corrosion could become
more extensive, resulting in deterioration of the material and a leak
on the drain lines. We recommend further assessment and repair by
a licensed plumbing contractor. 

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Corroded Cast Iron Piping - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

5.4.3 Drain, Waste, & Vent

Systems

IMPROPERLY SUPPORTED DRAIN/WASTE PIPING
CRAWL SPACE

The drain/waste piping located near the back side of the home has
been incorrectly supported/braced, the appropriate hangers and/or
straps were not used to support the suspended piping. Improperly
supported drain/waste piping can create a belly in the line where
water and debris accumulates, which can result in possible back-up
and erosion/deterioration of the line. We recommend a licensed
plumbing contractor assess and correct as necessary.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

Improperly Supported Drain/Waste
Piping - Crawl Space

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

5.4.4 Drain, Waste, & Vent

Systems

DRAIN STOP(S) NOT PRESENT
FULL BATHROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

The drain stop is missing from the sink in the �rst �oor full
bathroom. The drain stop functions to prevent items from falling
down the drain line, while also closing the drain line allowing for
water to collect within the sink basin. If left unaddressed, this could
allow for items to fall down the drain, leading to a clog and back-up
in the line, and limits the full functions of the sink. We recommend a
knowledgeable/skilled individual install a drain stop.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Drain Stop Missing - Full Bathroom
(First Floor)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

5.4.5 Drain,

Waste, &

Vent Systems

DRAIN PIPING DISCONNECTED

UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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6: HEATING

IN NI LI NP D

6.1 Equipment X

6.2 Distribution Systems X

6.3 Normal Operating Controls X

6.4 Presence of Installed Heat Source in Each Room X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

The drain piping for the washing machine has collapsed and per the
tenant is no longer useable; please note, this section of the piping is
located within the slab �oor. A make-shift drain system has been set-
up to expel the wastewater when the washing machine is in use. We
recommend further evaluation and repair by a licensed plumbing
contractor to ensure the washing machine is draining to the
appropriate drain connection. 

**Note: The Video Depicts the Make-Shift Drainage System for the
Washing Machine.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed plumbing contractor.

Video
(click here to view on web)

5.5.1 Fuel Storage &

Distribution Systems

CORROSION ON THE SUPPLY LINE(S)
EXTERIOR - SIDE B

The gas supply line from the meter into the home show signs of
corrosion. Over time and with continued exposure to the elements,
the corrosion could become more extensive and cause deterioration
of the line, resulting in a potential gas leak if left unaddressed. We
recommend a quali�ed individual remove the rust from the line, and
the line be repainted to protect against the exterior elements.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed professional.

Corroded Gas Supply Line - Side B

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

section-MGRjZjEwYzEtNDBiZS00ZDc1LWJiNjItNjJlOWFkOTJmNWE0
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Equipment: Energy Source

Electric
Equipment: Heat Type

Electric Baseboard, Electric Wall
Heater

Distribution Systems: Ductwork

Not Present

Equipment: AFUE Rating

N/A

AFUE (annual fuel utilization e�ciency) is a metric used to measure furnace e�ciency in converting fuel to energy. A
higher AFUE rating means greater energy e�ciency. 90% or higher meets the Department of Energy's Energy Star
program standard.

Electric Baseboard Heater(s)
(Representative Picture)

Electric Wall Heater(s)
(Representative Picture)

Thermal Image - Cadet Wall Heater
(Representative Picture)

Equipment: Brand
Interior - Various

Cadet, Unknown
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Turn Dial Thermostat(s)
(Representative Picture)

Normal Operating Controls: Turn Dial Thermostat Controls
Interior - Various

The electric baseboard and wall heaters are operated by turn dial thermostats, located on the walls in the rooms in
which the units are present. 

Presence of Installed Heat Source in Each Room: Electric Wall/Baseboard Heating Units

There were electric wall heating units present in each room that were in proper working order at the time of the
inspection unless otherwise noted.

Limitations

Equipment

UNABLE TO FULLY/ASSESS
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

At the time of the inspection, several electric baseboard heaters and wall heaters were blocked with
obstructions, noted in the following locations:

1. Bedroom (First Floor - On Left):

   a). The electric baseboard heater on the back side wall (Picture 1)

2. Bedroom (First Floor - On Right):

   a). The electric baseboard heater on the back side wall (Picture 2) 

3. Kitchen (First Floor):

   a). The electric wall heater on the left side wall (Picture 3) 

4. Bedroom (Second Floor): 

   a). The electric baseboard heater on the right side wall (Picture 4) 

As such, the inspector was unable to operate the heaters in these locations, determine if they are
properly functioning, and identify any issues that may be present. We recommend removal of the
obstructions and a re-inspection by a quali�ed individual to ensure proper function and operability of the
units.
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Picture 1 - Bedroom (First Floor - On
Left)

Picture 2 - Bedroom (First Floor - On
Right)

Picture 3 - Kitchen (First Floor)

Picture 2 - Bedroom (Second Floor)

Normal Operating Controls

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
INTERIOR - VARIOUS
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At the time of the inspection, several electric baseboard heaters and wall heaters were blocked with
obstructions, noted in the following locations:

1. Bedroom (First Floor - On Left):

   a). The electric baseboard heater on the back side wall (Picture 1)

2. Bedroom (First Floor - On Right):

   a). The electric baseboard heater on the back side wall (Picture 2) 

3. Kitchen (First Floor):

   a). The electric wall heater on the left side wall (Picture 3) 

4. Bedroom (Second Floor): 

   a). The electric baseboard heater on the right side wall (Picture 4) 

As such, the inspector was unable to assess the thermostat functions for these heaters, determine if they
are properly functioning, and identify any issues that may be present. We recommend removal of the
obstructions and a re-inspection of the thermostats by a quali�ed individual.

Picture 1 - Bedroom (First Floor - On
Left)

Picture 2 - Bedroom (First Floor - On
Right)

Picture 3 - Kitchen (First Floor)

Picture 4 - Bedroom (Second Floor)
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Cooling Equipment: Brand

Not Present
Cooling Equipment: Energy

Source/Type

Not Present

Cooling Equipment: Location

Not Present

Distribution System:

Con�guration

Not Present

Picture 1 - Living Room (First Floor) Picture 2 - Bedroom (Second Floor)

After Market AC Unit(s)
Interior - Various

A whole home cooling system was not present at the time of the inspection, however after market AC units are located
in the �rst �oor living room (Picture 1) and the second �oor bedroom (Picture 2). Please note, these units are not
inspected and/or testing for operability or functionality.

7: COOLING

IN NI LI NP D

7.1 Cooling Equipment X

7.2 Distribution System X

7.3 Normal Operating Controls X

7.4 Presence of Installed Cooling Source in Each Room X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

section-MDAzYWFmMWUtNjU5MC00OTM5LThhMDMtYTk5NWFkYjE5MjZi
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Service Entrance Conductors:

Electrical Service Conductors

Overhead, Copper, 220 Volts

Main & Subpanels, Service &

Grounding, Main Overcurrent

Device: Main Panel Location

Exterior - Right Side

Main & Subpanels, Service &

Grounding, Main Overcurrent

Device: Panel Capacity

200 AMP

Main & Subpanels, Service &

Grounding, Main Overcurrent

Device: Panel Type - Main Panel

Circuit Breaker

Main & Subpanels, Service &

Grounding, Main Overcurrent

Device: Sub Panel Location

Not Present

Main & Subpanels, Service &

Grounding, Main Overcurrent

Device: Panel Manufacturer - Sub

Panel

Not Present

Main & Subpanels, Service &

Grounding, Main Overcurrent

Device: Panel Type - Sub Panel

Not Present

15 & 20 amp Breakers - Main
Electrical Panel (Side B)

Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers

& Fuses: Branch Wire 15 and 20

AMP
Exterior - Side B

Copper

Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers

& Fuses: Wiring Method

Romex

8: ELECTRICAL

IN NI LI NP D

8.1 Service Entrance Conductors X

8.2 Main & Subpanels, Service & Grounding, Main Overcurrent Device X X

8.3 Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers & Fuses X X

8.4 GFCI & AFCI X X

8.5 Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles X X

8.6 Smoke Detectors X X

8.7 Carbon Monoxide Detectors X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

section-NTNmZGIwMzctMGQ3YS00MTcyLTk0MGYtZjczZjY3N2U0MGRm
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Main Electrical Panel - Cutler
Hammer (Side B)

Main Electrical Panel - Cover
Removed (Side B)

Main & Subpanels, Service & Grounding, Main Overcurrent Device: Panel Manufacturer - Main Panel
Exterior - Side B

Cutler Hammer

Thermal Image - Main Electrical Panel
(Side B)

Main & Subpanels, Service & Grounding, Main Overcurrent Device: Thermal Imaging of the Main

Electrical Panel
Exterior - Side B

No abnormal hot spots or anomalies were observed with thermal images/scans in the main electrical panel, under
current loading conditions, during the inspection.

Observations
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8.2.1 Main & Subpanels,

Service & Grounding, Main

Overcurrent Device

INSUFFICIENT LABELING OF ELECTRICAL PANEL
EXTERIOR - SIDE B

There is insu�cient labeling of the circuit breakers in the main
electrical panel. Accurate labeling is necessary in the event a breaker
is tripped, a circuit needs to be isolated for repair, and/or the panel
needs to be worked on. We recommend a licensed electrical
contractor assess and label as necessary.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed electrical contractor.

Insu�cient Labeling of Electrical Panel -
Side B

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

8.2.2 Main & Subpanels,

Service & Grounding, Main

Overcurrent Device

INCORRECT TYPE OF PANEL COVER FASTENER(S)
EXTERIOR - SIDE B

The screws used to secure the cover over the main electrical panel
are an incorrect type of fastener for this function. The screws have
pointed tips which could cause damage to the wiring within the
panel. We recommend a quali�ed individual replace the screws with
�at tipped screws to protect the interior components in the panel.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed professional.

Incorrect Type of Panel Cover
Fasteners - Side B

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

8.3.1 Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers

& Fuses

BREAKER(S) INCORRECTLY WIRED
EXTERIOR - SIDE B

Breaker #23 appears to be incorrectly wired, with two electrical wires
sharing the lug within the breaker. Due to the presence of two
connections within one circuit, this could possibly cause the
breakers to overheat with continued use. Though thermal scans did
not show a hot spot at the time of the inspection, we recommend a
licensed electrical contractor assess and repair/correct as
necessary. 

Moderate Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed electrical contractor.

Breaker #23 Incorrectly Wired - Side B

8.4.1 GFCI & AFCI

NO GFCI
PROTECTION INSTALLED
UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

There is no GFCI protection present on the outlet behind the washing
machine in the �rst �oor utility room. It is recommended that all
exterior outlets and outlets within 6 feet of water sources have GFCI
protection to prevent possible electric shock or electrocution. We
recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual upgrade by installing
ground fault receptacles in all locations near water sources. 

Here is helpful article about how GFCI receptacles keep you safe. 

**Note: The Video Depicts No GFCI Protection Near a Water
Source.**

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)

8.5.1 Lighting Fixtures, Switches & Receptacles

LIGHT BULB(S) NOT FUNCTIONING/NOT PRESENT
GARAGE

Several bulbs were missing from the light �xtures in the garage, at the time of the inspection. This could
be due to a burned out/expired bulb that needs replacing; however, if the problem persists, we
recommend assessment and repair by a licensed electrical contractor.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Light Bulb(s) Not Present - Garage
(Representative Picture)

Light Bulb(s) Not Present - Garage
(Representative Picture)

8.5.2 Lighting Fixtures,

Switches & Receptacles

LIGHT FIXTURE COVER(S) NOT PRESENT
GARAGE

The cover is missing around the light �xture in the storage room
within the garage, which could result in damage to the bulbs and/or
�xture. A protective cover acts as a barrier from moisture, pests,
dust/dirt, etc., and guards the bulbs to prevent breakage/damage.
We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual install a
protective cover around the bulbs.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Light Fixture Cover Missing - Garage

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

8.5.3 Lighting Fixtures,

Switches & Receptacles

COVER PLATE(S) NOT PRESENT
GARAGE

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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The cover plate is missing over the outlet and light switch located to
the right of the garage door. The absence of a cover plate exposes
the outlet/switch housing to elements such as dust, moisture, etc.,
which could cause damage to the wires, interior components, and/or
cause a short within the electrical system. We recommend a
knowledgeable/skilled individual install a cover plate to prevent
exposure to the environment and to ensure the serviceability of the
outlet/switch.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Outlet Cover Plate Missing - Garage

8.5.4 Lighting Fixtures, Switches &

Receptacles

JUNCTION BOX(ES) NOT PRESENT
EXTERIOR - SIDE A

Live wire connections were not properly housed within a junction
box behind the light �xture in the eave structure within the enclosed
porch on the front side (Side A) of the home. Live wire connections
should be housed in a junction box to protect those connections
from possible damage and/or preventing accidental contact with live
wires and terminals. We recommend a licensed electrical contractor
assess and correct as necessary.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed electrical contractor.

Junction Box Not Present - Side A

Moderate Recommendations

8.5.5 Lighting Fixtures, Switches &

Receptacles

LIGHT FIXTURE(S) DAMAGED
EXTERIOR - SIDE A

The light �xture is damaged in the eave structure within the
enclosed porch, on the front side (Side A) of the home. If left
unaddressed, this can cause loose connections which can result in
arcing and create a possible �re hazard. We recommend not utilizing
the light �xture, and a knowledgeable/skilled individual replace the
�xture.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Moderate Recommendations
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Light Fixture Damaged - Side A

8.6.1 Smoke Detectors

SMOKE DETECTOR(S) EXCEED
AGE REQUIREMENTS
STAIRWAY (FIRST FLOOR TO SECOND FLOOR)

In accordance with Oregon law, smoke detectors must not exceed 10
years of age, the smoke detector in the stairway is dated 2012. We
recommend replacing the smoke detector to ensure it meets age
requirements.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Smoke Detector Exceeds Age
Requirements - Stairway (First Floor to
Second Floor) (Dated 2012)

Moderate Recommendations

8.6.2 Smoke Detectors

SMOKE DETECTORS NOT PRESENT
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

During the inspection it was observed that one or more smoke detectors were missing and/or damaged on
the �rst �oor, and the second �oor, and in the bedrooms. It is recommended that smoke detectors are
present in each room designated for sleeping, one (1) outside of room(s) designated for sleeping, and one
(1) per level, including habitable attics and basements. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual
install the needed smoke detectors to ensure the home meets the recommended safety requirements.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Moderate Recommendations
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Smoke Detector(s) Not Present - First
Floor (Representative Picture)

Smoke Detector(s) Not Present -
Second Floor (Representative Picture)

Smoke Detector(s) Damaged
(Representative Picture)

Smoke Detector(s) Damaged
(Representative Picture)

8.7.1 Carbon Monoxide Detectors

CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS NOT PRESENT
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

At the time of inspection, it was identi�ed that no CO monitors were present within the home. Oregon
requires a CO monitoring device to be installed upon the sale of the residence or unit when any of the
following conditions are present and/or met: 1) the residence has a CO source (�replace, attached garage,
gas appliances, etc.,); 2) the home/residence was built after 2011; 3) the existing home/residence
undergoes reconstruction, alteration, or repair in which a building permit is required. At a minimum,
each home should have one CO detector on each �oor, one in or just outside each sleeping area (within
15ft), one in the basement (if present), and one located right outside the garage, in the interior of the
home. If other areas of the home, such as an attic, closed-in porch or sunroom, have combustible
appliances (such as a �replace), or are used as sleeping areas, each of those spaces should have a CO
detector as well. We recommend installation of CO devices where applicable.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Inspection Method

Not Inspected
Dryer Power Source

220 Electric
Dryer Vent

Metal

Attic Insulation: Insulation Type

Unknown
Exhaust Systems: Exhaust Fans

Not Present

Ridge Vent(s) (Representative
Picture)

Ventilation: Ventilation Type
Roof - Various

Ridge Vents

9: ATTIC, INSULATION & VENTILATION

IN NI LI NP D

9.1 Attic Access X

9.2 Attic Insulation X

9.3 Exhaust Systems X X

9.4 Ventilation X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Limitations

Observations

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

section-ZmUxYmViNzgtN2VmYi00ZjQ5LThmYTEtNTU3OGE0ZDY2YmIz

General

UNABLE TO ACCESS ATTIC SPACE
ATTIC

Due to the type of construction no attic or accessible space above the home is present. As such, the
inspector was unable to fully inspect the type/e�ciency of the insulation, the condition of the materials
and/or structures, and the portions of the system that are present within the attic such as, exhaust
ducting, ventilation systems, any electrical wiring, etc.
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9.3.1 Exhaust Systems

RANGE/OVEN EXHAUST
SYSTEM NOT PRESENT
KITCHEN (FIRST FLOOR)

There is no exhaust system present above the range/oven in the �rst
�oor kitchen. An exhaust hood functions to remove airborne grease,
combustible fumes, smoke, heat, and steam by evacuation of the air
and/or �ltration. We recommend a licensed HVAC contractor install a
range/oven hood and/or exhaust system and associated system
components, to help reduce moisture, fumes, and grease created by
cooking in the kitchen area.

Here is a good article regarding range exhaust systems.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed HVAC professional.

Range/Oven Exhaust System Not
Present - Kitchen (First Floor)

Moderate Recommendations

9.3.2 Exhaust Systems

BATHROOM EXHAUST
SYSTEM NOT PRESENT
FULL BATHROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

There is no exhaust system present in the �rst �oor full bathroom;
though this is not a requirement as a window is present to facilitate
the exhaust of steam/moisture from the bathroom, a fan would be
more e�cient and easier to use during colder weather seasons.
While the primary purpose of an exhaust fan is to remove the
moisture out of the bathroom, exhaust fans also help to control and
eliminate bathroom odors, and they add to the safety of the home by
reducing fumes from cleaning agents that could potentially cause
health-related issues. We recommend consulting with a licensed
contractor for possible solutions.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Exhaust System Not Present - Full
Bathroom (First Floor)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

9.3.3 Exhaust Systems

DRYER EXHAUST VENTING
INTO CRAWL SPACE

CRAWL SPACE

The dryer exhaust is currently venting into the crawl space, near the
back side of the home, which can allow for moisture accumulation
and possibly create an environment suitable for the development of
microbial growth, such as mold. We recommend a licensed
contractor evaluate and correct as needed to ensure the dryer
exhaust is properly terminating and venting to the exterior of the
home. 

Moderate Recommendations
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10: FIREPLACE

IN NI LI NP D

10.1 General X

10.2 Cleanout Doors & Frames X

10.3 Damper Doors X

10.4 Lintels & Faces X

10.5 Firebox & Hearth X

10.6 Vents, Flues & Chimneys X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Dryer Exhaust Improperly Venting -
Crawl Space

section-MThmNWI5OGEtMmI5Zi00ODEzLWExYjItNGIyNTcxMWIzYWU4
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Gas Fireplace - Living Room (First
Floor)

General: Type
Living Room (First Floor)

Gas

Cleanout Doors & Frames: Not

Present
N/A

Not present due to a gas
�replace insert.

Damper Doors: Not Present
N/A

Not present due to a gas
�replace insert.

Lintels & Faces: Not Present
N/A

Not present due to a gas
�replace insert.

Limitations

Firebox & Hearth

NOT PRESENT
LIVING ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Not present due to an electric �replace insert.

Firebox & Hearth

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS

The �rebox could not be inspected due to the sealed gas �replace insert.
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Ceilings: Ceiling Material

Plaster
Walls: Wall Material

Drywall, Plaster
Floors: Floor Coverings

Carpet, Vinyl

Countertops & Cabinets:

Cabinetry

Wood

Countertops & Cabinets:

Countertop Material

Laminate

Windows: Window Manufacturer

Unknown

Windows: Window Type

Single Pane

Wall Surface Crack(s) (Representative
Picture)

Wall Surface Crack(s) (Representative
Picture)

Wall Surface Crack(s)
Interior - Various

Minor cracks were observed in the wall surfaces, in various areas, throughout the home. Cracks of this nature can be
due to settling of the home, in conjunction with temperature changes, resulting in contraction and expansion of the
structure, or improper installation of the materials. We recommend monitoring, and if the cracks or condition worsens,
contact a licensed drywall contractor for assessment and repairs.

Here is a good video on how to repair cracks in drywall.

11: DOORS, WINDOWS & INTERIOR

IN NI LI NP D

11.1 Ceilings X X

11.2 Walls X X

11.3 Floors X X

11.4 Countertops & Cabinets X

11.5 Windows X X

11.6 Doors X

11.7 Steps, Stairways & Railings X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

section-ZmY2NTFmYmItNWU0Ni00NTZmLWExN2MtM2VhM2MyYjRmYWRi
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Limitations

General

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT ONE OR MORE AREAS DUE TO OBSTRUCTIONS
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

As the home is currently occupied, the inspector was unable to fully inspect one or more of the interior
areas, components, and/or systems due to the presence of obstructions. This prevents the inspector from
observing the ceiling and wall surfaces, �oors, countertops/cabintets, windows, interior doors,
steps/stairs, and the associated systems and components that may be present. 

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)
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Observations

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Interior
(Representative Picture)

Walls

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
KITCHEN (FIRST FLOOR)

Wallpaper is present in the �rst �oor kitchen. The presence of
wallpaper/wall covering(s) prevents the inspector from fully
observing/assessing the wall surfaces for possible moisture damage
and or cracks within the structure. We recommend either thermal
imaging or removal of the wallpaper/wall covering(s), and a re-
inspection of the area to ensure no moisture damage is present.

Limitations/Obstructions - Kitchen
(First Floor)

11.1.1 Ceilings

CEILING DAMAGE

UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Moderate Recommendations
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There is moderate damage to the �rst �oor utility room ceiling, above
the water heater; please note, the damage has created a gap
between the ceiling and the upper �ange on the exhaust ducting. If
left unaddressed, this could lead to further deterioration of the
material, create a point of pest intrusion within the interior of the
home, and allow for uncontrolled air seepage from the interior
ceiling structure to enter into the main living space, decreasing the
energy e�ciency of the home. We recommend a licensed drywall
contractor assess and repair as needed.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed drywall contractor.

Ceiling Damaged - Utility Room (First
Floor)

11.1.2

Ceilings

SIGNS OF POSSIBLE MICROBIAL GROWTH
BEDROOM (FIRST FLOOR - ON RIGHT)

Staining/discoloration was observed on the ceiling surface in the
bedroom on the right, located on the �rst �oor, indicating the
possible presence of microbial growth; please note, there appears to
be an active leak from the ceiling in this area. As microbial growth
can appear as a discoloration, staining, or fuzzy growth on the
surface of building materials and furnishings, we recommend that
the area is assessed and tested by a licensed mold contractor to
ensure that no forms of microbial growth, such as mold, are present.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed mold remediation contractor

Signs of Possible Microbial Growth -
Bedroom (First Floor - On Right)

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations

11.1.3 Ceilings

CEILING SURFACE STAINING/DISCOLORATION
FULL BATHROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Staining/discoloration was observed on ceiling in the �rst �oor full bathroom; moisture readings indicate a
0% saturation level at the time of the inspection. While the staining/discoloration appears to be surface
level at this time, this could be associated with the lack of an exhaust fan and the accumulation of
condensation. We recommend further evaluation by a licensed contractor.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Staining/Discoloration on the Ceiling,**

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Ceiling Surface Staining/Discoloration -
Full Bathroom (First Floor)

Video
(click here to view on web)

11.2.1 Walls

WALL SURFACE DAMAGE
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

Minor damage to the wall surfaces was observed in various areas throughout the home. The
drywall/plater material is exposed and if left unaddressed, this could lead to further damage and/or
deterioration of the wall surfaces. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual patch/repair the
damage, and the wall surfaces be �nished to match the existing wall surfaces.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Wall Surface Damage (Representative
Picture)

Wall Surface Damage (Representative
Picture)

11.2.2 Walls

SIGNS OF MOISTURE DAMAGE
BEDROOM (SECOND FLOOR)

Signs of moisture damage are present on the left side of the door from the second �oor bedroom into the
hallway; moisture readings indicate a 5.9% saturation level and the paint on the door frame is cracked
and peeling. The tenant has stated that during heavy rain, water has been observed leaking from the
ceiling down the wall/door frame in this area. We recommend a licensed contractor evaluate and correct
as needed to ensure no deterioration of the wall surface/structure occurs. 

**Note: The Video Depicts the Signs of Moisture Damage on the Wall Surfaces.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Signs of Moisture Damage - Bedroom
(Second Floor)

Video
(click here to view on web)

11.2.3 Walls

SIGNS OF AN ACTIVE LEAK
UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Staining/discoloration associated with moisture intrusion was observed on the front side and right side
walls in the �rst �oor utility room; additionally, wood rot was identi�ed in the framing members along the
lower portions of the walls. Moisture readings indicate a 50% saturation level at the time of the time of the
inspection. If left unaddressed, this could lead to further deterioration of the wall and interior framing
structure, possibly causing instability of the wall structures. We recommend a licensed contractor further
evaluate and repair as needed.

**Note: The Video Shows the Areas of an Active Leak.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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Signs of an Active Leak - Utility Room
(First Floor)

Signs of an Active Leak - Utility Room
(First Floor)

Video
(click here to view on web)

11.2.4 Walls

STAINING/DISCOLORATION ON WALL SURFACE(S)
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

Staining/discoloration is present on the wall surfaces in various areas throughout the home; this appears
to be ghosting associated with dust and/or smoke. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual
assess and clean, prep, and paint the wall surfaces. 

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Staining/Discoloration on Wall
Surface(s) (Representative Picture)

Staining/Discoloration on Wall
Surface(s) (Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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11.2.5 Walls

SECTION(S) OF DRYWALL
NOT PRESENT
BEDROOM (FIRST FLOOR - ON RIGHT)

A section of drywall is missing on the back side wall in the bedroom
on the right, located on the �rst �oor. This area of missing drywall
provides an access point to the interior wall structure and can create
a point for possible pest intrusion within the living space and
damage to the interior wall structure. We recommend a licensed
drywall contractor evaluate and repair as needed.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed drywall contractor.

Section of Drywall Missing - Bedroom
(First Floor - On Right)

Moderate Recommendations

11.2.6 Walls

SIGNS OF POSSIBLE MICROBIAL
GROWTH
UTILITY ROOM (FIRST FLOOR)

Staining/discoloration was observed on the wall surfaces in the �rst �oor utility room, indicating the
possible presence of microbial growth. As microbial growth can appear as a discoloration, staining, or
fuzzy growth on the surface of building materials and furnishings, we recommend that the area is
assessed and tested by a licensed mold contractor to ensure that no forms of microbial growth, such as
mold, are present.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed mold remediation contractor

Signs of Possible Microbial Growth -
Utility Room (First Floor)

Signs of Possible Microbial Growth -
Utility Room (First Floor)

Signs of Possible Microbial Growth -
Utility Room (First Floor)

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations
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11.3.1 Floors

LOOSE CARPETING
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

The carpet appears to be loose, in various areas, throughout the home. This commonly occurs when the
carpet comes loose from the tack-less strips, or if the tack-less strips come loose from the �oor. Once
loose, the carpet is no longer taut and wrinkling can occur over time, which can create a potential trip
hazard, and possible deterioration of the material. We recommend assessment and repair by a licensed
�ooring contractor.  

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed �ooring contractor

Loose Carpet (Representative Picture) Loose Carpet (Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

11.3.2 Floors

UNEVEN FLOORING
FIRST FLOOR

The �ooring appears to be uneven throughout the �rst �oor, sloping
towards the back/right side of the home. This could be due to an
improperly braced �oor structure, improper installation of the
�ooring, and/or signi�cant settling of the home. If left unaddressed,
this could pose a safety hazard and lead to deterioration of the
�ooring. We recommend a structural engineer assess and repair as
needed.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Uneven Flooring.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed structural engineer.

Moderate Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)
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11.5.1 Windows

SINGLE PANE
WINDOW(S)
INTERIOR - VARIOUS

Single pane windows are present throughout the home. Single pane
windows have poor insulating properties as heat easily moves
through the glass panes, and typically, do not serve as a bu�er to
dampen exterior sounds. Additionally, single pane windows are not
made from tempered glass and pose a possible safety issue if they
should crack and/or break. We recommend a licensed window
contractor evaluate and replace the windows in the home with
double pane windows. 

**Note: The Video Depicts the Single Pane Windows.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed window repair/installation contractor.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)

11.7.1 Steps, Stairways &

Railings

INCORRECT BALUSTER SPACING
HALLWAY (SECOND FLOOR)

It was observed that the spaces between the balusters in the second
�oor hallway guardrail are spaced too far apart; the spacing
measures roughly 6 inches between each baluster. Though this is
common for homes built during this time, the new recommended
spacing between the rails should not exceed 4 inches, due to safety
concerns. We recommend a licensed contractor correct as
necessary. 

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Incorrect Baluster Spacing - Hallway
(Second Floor)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

11.7.2 Steps, Stairways &

Railings

GUARDRAIL(S)/RAILING(S) DAMAGED

SECOND FLOOR

The guardrail in the second �oor hallway is damaged. Over time, the
damage could lead to deterioration of the material and instability of
the guardrail. Additionally, the wood has splintered which could
pose a possible safety issue. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled
individual assess and repair. 

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Guardrail Damaged - Hallway (Second
Floor)

11.7.3 Steps, Stairways &

Railings

STEP RISER(S) EXCEED RECOMMENDED HEIGHT
STAIRWAY (FIRST FLOOR TO SECOND FLOOR)

The steps in the stairway measure roughly 10 inches in height; the
recommended maximum height of the risers is 7.75 inches. Though
this can be common for homes constructed during this time period,
we recommend the risers be evaluated by a licensed contractor and
adjusted to the appropriate height to ensure occupants safety when
using the stairway. 

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Step Riser(s) Exceed Recommended
Height - Stairway (First Floor to Second
Floor) (Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

11.7.4 Steps, Stairways &

Railings

GUARDRAIL INSUFFICIENT HEIGHT
HALLWAY (SECOND FLOOR)

The height of the guardrail along the second �oor hallway is
insu�cient, measuring roughly 30.5 inches. Though this is common
for homes of this age, it is recommended that the guardrail height
be between 36 to 40 inches tall for safety purposes. Railings provide
stability and they also provide a safety function protecting occupants
from falling down stairway openings. We recommend a licensed
contractor assess and correct/repair as needed.

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Dishwasher: Brand

Kenmore

No Garbage Disposal System
Present - Kitchen (First Floor)

Garbage Disposal: Garbage

Disposal Not Present
Kitchen (First Floor)

A garbage disposal was not
present at the time of the
inspection.

Range/Oven/Cooktop: Exhaust

Hood Type

None

12: BUILT-IN APPLIANCES

IN NI LI NP D

12.1 Built-in Microwave X

12.2 Dishwasher X

12.3 Garbage Disposal X

12.4 Range/Oven/Cooktop X

12.5 Refrigerator X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Insu�cient Height of Guardrail -
Hallway (Second Floor)

section-NTI5ZmVhYTItZDk2Zi00N2M0LTkwNDEtZTQ4MDQ5ZTZmZjU0
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Range/Oven/Cooktop:

Range/Oven Brand

N/A

Range/Oven/Cooktop:

Range/Oven Energy Source

Electric

Refrigerator: Brand

N/A

Countertop Microwave - Kitchen
(First Floor

Built-in Microwave: Built-In Microwave Not Present
Kitchen (First Floor)

At the time of the inspection, a built-in microwave unit was not present and as such could not be tested for
functionality. A countertop microwave unit was present, located to the left of the sink, these units are not tested for
functionality and/or operability.

Thermal Image - Dishwasher (First
Floor - Kitchen)

Dishwasher: Overall Condition
Kitchen (First Floor)

At the time of the inspection, the dishwasher was operated and showed no signs of leaking.

Limitations
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Garage Door: Material

Wood
Garage Door: Type

Sliding

Garage Door Opener: Not Present
N/A

A garage door opener is not present, the garage door is operated manually. 

13: GARAGE

IN NI LI NP D

13.1 Ceiling X

13.2 Walls & Firewalls X X

13.3 Floor X

13.4 Garage Door X X

13.5 Garage Door Opener X

13.6 Occupant Door (From the Garage into the Interior of the Home) X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Information

Limitations

Range/Oven/Cooktop

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
KITCHEN (FIRST FLOOR)

The range/oven present in the home is tenant owned. As such, evaluation of the appliance was not
included within the scope of the inspection. 

Refrigerator

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
KITCHEN (FIRST FLOOR)

The refrigerator present in the home is tenant owned. As such, evaluation of the appliance was not
included within the scope of the inspection.

section-ZmVkZmFhY2QtMTI1My00OTIwLTg5NzUtNDBiMjk0MDk1ZjE5

General

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
GARAGE

Due to various obstructions in the garage, the inspector was unable to fully assess the garage in its
entirety. These obstructions limited the inspector's ability to fully evaluate the ceiling, wall surfaces, and
�ooring, which include access to outlets and other systems, to verify proper function and operability. We
recommend a re-inspection when the garage is emptied to facilitate a complete assessment.
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Observations

Limitations/Obstructions - Garage Limitations/Obstructions - Garage Limitations/Obstructions - Garage

13.1.1 Ceiling

CEILING STRUCTURE
GAP(S)/PENETRATION(S)
GARAGE

There are gaps between the garage ceiling structure and the walls.
This can create a point of moisture and/or pest intrusion, and
deterioration of the wood. We recommend a licensed contractor
assess and repair as needed.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor. Ceiling Structure Gaps - Garage
(Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

13.1.2 Ceiling

CEILING
STRUCTURE SAGGING

GARAGE

The ceiling structure in the garage appears to be sagging. This could
be associated with moisture damage and deterioration of the
framing material, and/or insu�cient support of the ceiling structure.
Over time and if left unaddressed, the material could further
degrade leading to instability of the ceiling and possible collapse. We
recommend a licensed contractor further evaluate and repair. 

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Ceiling Structure Sagging - Garage

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations

13.1.3 Ceiling

CEILING STRUCTURE WOOD ROT
GARAGE

Wood rot was identi�ed in the decking and framing structure of the garage ceiling; moisture readings
indicate a 14.2% saturation level. The wood rot in this area was deemed as signi�cant due to the
deterioration of the material. We recommend a licensed contractor evaluate and repair as needed to
prevent further deterioration of the wood and possible instability of the ceiling structure.

**Note: The Video Depicts the Wood Rot in the Ceiling Structure.**

Moderate Recommendations
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Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Ceiling Structure Wood Rot - Garage
(Representative Picture)

Video
(click here to view on web)

13.2.1 Walls & Firewalls

WALL SURFACE
GAP(S)/PENETRATION(S)

GARAGE

Penetrations were observed in the garage walls in various areas. This
can create a point of possible moisture and/or pest intrusion, and
deterioration of the wood. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled
individual assess and repair as needed.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Wall Penetrations - Garage
(Representative Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

13.2.2 Walls & Firewalls

WALL SURFACE
STAINING/DISCOLORATION
GARAGE

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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Staining/discoloration was observed on the garage walls in multiple
areas throughout; please note, due to limitations present preventing
access to the complete garage the inspector was unable to obtain
moisture readings in these areas. We recommend further evaluation
by a licensed contractor.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed general contractor.

Wall Surface Staining/Discoloration -
Garage (Representative Picture)

13.4.1 Garage Door

GARAGE DOOR WOOD ROT
EXTERIOR/GARAGE

Signi�cant wood rot was identi�ed in multiple areas on both the exterior and interior sides of the garage
door, on the right side (Side B) of the home. The wood rot was deemed signi�cant due to the extent of
deterioration present. As such, we recommend this be assessed and corrected by a licensed garage door
contractor to prevent further moisture intrusion and deterioration of the material.

**Note The Video Depicts the Garage Door Wood Rot.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed garage door contractor.

Garage Door Wood Rot - Side B
(Representative Picture)

Garage Door Wood Rot - Side B
(Representative Picture)

Moderate Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)
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14: PEST

IN NI LI NP D

14.1 Rodents, Insects, or Other Pests X X
IN = Inspected NI = Not Inspected LI = Limited/Partially Inspected NP = Not Present D = De�ciency

Limitations

13.6.1 Occupant Door (From the

Garage into the Interior of the Home)

DOOR DOES NOT MEET SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS
GARAGE

The door from the garage into the home (occupant door) does not
meet recommended separation requirements. Doors in �rewalls
must be at least 1 3/8-inch thick, metal/steel, or a 20-minute �re-
rated door, with no penetrations. Should a �re occur within the
garage, the occupant door serves as a protective barrier allowing the
occupants in the home time to safely exit the structure, while
limiting the spread of a �re. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled
individual replace the door with the appropriate �re rated occupant
door.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Door Does Not Meet Separation
Requirements - Garage

Moderate Recommendations

13.6.2 Occupant Door (From

the Garage into the Interior

of the Home)

WEATHER-STRIPPING DAMAGED/NOT PRESENT
GARAGE

The weather-stripping is missing around all sides of the door from
the garage into the interior of the home (the occupant door).
Weather-stripping helps to seal the home from possible carbon
monoxide and aids in the climate control of the home. If left
unaddressed, this can result in signi�cant energy loss and carbon
dioxide intrusion. We recommend a knowledgeable/skilled individual
install weather-stripping in this area.

Here is a DIY guide with helpful information about weather-
stripping.

Recommendation

Contact a handyman or DIY project

Weather-Stripping Not Present -
Garage

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

section-NDQxOWE3MzctNjNkYy00ZmQ4LTk2NWMtOTMzZjE2ZTc5YjUz
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Observations

Rodents, Insects, or Other Pests

UNABLE TO FULLY INSPECT/ASSESS
CRAWL SPACE

Due to the limitations preventing access to the complete crawl space the inspector was unable to fully
evaluate the area for pest/rodent activity. We recommend a re-inspection by a quali�ed individual to
ensure no issues are present.

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

Limitations/Obstructions - Crawl Space
(Representative Picture)

14.1.1 Rodents, Insects, or

Other Pests

SIGNS OF WASPS OR OTHER SUCH INSECTS PRESENT
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

There are signs of active and/or inactive wasps or other such insects
present in the eave overhang in multiple areas. We recommend
removal by a licensed exterminator to prevent any possible injury. 

For free removal of the wasp nests please visit: Oregon Wasp

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed pest control specialist.

Signs of Wasp Activity (Representative
Picture)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations
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14.1.2 Rodents, Insects, or

Other Pests

RODENT MITIGATION PRESENT
BEDROOM (FIRST FLOOR - ON RIGHT)

Rodent mitigation was present in the bedroom on the right, located
on the �rst �oor, at the time of the inspection. We recommend
further evaluation by a licensed pest control contractor to determine
the extent of rodent activity within the home.

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed pest control specialist.

Rodent Mitigation - Bedroom (First
Floor - On Right)

Minor/Maintenance Recommendations

14.1.3 Rodents, Insects, or Other Pests

SIGNS OF A WOOD DESTROYING
INSECTS
EXTERIOR - VARIOUS

Signs of wood destroying insects were observed in the siding, trim, and framing members in multiple
areas on the exterior of the home; what appears to be penetrations associated with boring are present
and frass was noted at the time of the inspection. Wood destroying pests will bore into the wood structure
which can weaken the material, and if left unaddressed, can impact the structure and framing. We
recommend further assessment, and if needed, mitigation by a licensed pest control contractor.

 

**Note: The Videos Depict the Signs of Wood Destroying Insects.**

Recommendation

Contact a quali�ed pest control specialist.

Signs of Wood Destroying Insects
(Representative Picture)

Signs of Wood Destroying Insects
(Representative Picture)

Life/Health/Safety/Imminent Failure Recommendations

Video
(click here to view on web)
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Signs of Wood Destroying Insects
(Representative Picture)

Signs of Wood Destroying Insects
(Representative Picture)

Signs of Wood Destroying Insects
(Representative Picture)
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section-sop

STANDARDS OF PRACTICE

Roof
I. The inspector shall inspect from ground level or the eaves: A. the roof-covering materials; B. the gutters; C. the
downspouts; D. the vents, �ashing, skylights, chimney, and other roof penetrations; and E. the general structure of the
roof from the readily accessible panels, doors or stairs.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the type of roof-covering materials.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. observed indications of active roof leaks.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. walk on any roof surface. B. predict the service life expectancy. C. inspect
underground downspout diverter drainage pipes. D. remove snow, ice, debris, or other conditions that prohibit the
observation of the roof surfaces. E. move insulation. F. inspect antennae, satellite dishes, lightning arresters, de-icing
equipment, or similar attachments. G. walk on any roof areas that appear, in the inspector’s opinion, to be unsafe. H. walk
on any roof areas if doing so might, in the inspector's opinion, cause damage. I. perform a water test. J. warrant or certify
the roof. K. con�rm proper fastening or installation of any roof-covering material.

Exterior
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. the exterior wall-covering materials, �ashing and trim; B. all exterior doors; C. adjacent
walkways and driveways; D. stairs, steps, stoops, stairways and ramps; E. porches, patios, decks, balconies and carports; F.
railings, guards and handrails; G. the eaves, so�ts and fascia; H. a representative number of windows; and I. vegetation,
surface drainage, retaining walls and grading of the property, where they may adversely a�ect the structure due to
moisture intrusion.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the type of exterior wall-covering materials.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. any improper spacing between intermediate balusters, spindles,
and rails.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. inspect or operate screens, storm windows, shutters, awnings, fences, outbuildings,
or exterior accent lighting. B. inspect items that are not visible or readily accessible from the ground, including window
and door �ashing. C. inspect or identify geological, geotechnical, hydrological or soil conditions. D. inspect recreational
facilities or playground equipment. E. inspect seawalls, break-walls, or docks. F. inspect erosion-control or earth-
stabilization measures. G. inspect for safety-type glass. H. inspect underground utilities. I. inspect underground items. J.
inspect wells or springs. K. inspect solar, wind or geothermal systems. L. inspect swimming pools or spas. M. inspect
wastewater treatment systems, septic systems, or cesspools. N. inspect irrigation or sprinkler systems. O. inspect drain-
�elds or dry wells. P. determine the integrity of multiple-pane window glazing or thermal window seals.

Basement, Foundation, Crawl Space & Structure
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. the foundation; B. the basement; C. the crawl space; and D. structural components.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the type of foundation; and B. the location of the access to the under-�oor space.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. observed indications of wood in contact with or near soil; B.
observed indications of active water penetration; C. observed indications of possible foundation movement, such as
sheetrock cracks, brick cracks, out-of-square door frames, and unlevel �oors; and D. any observed cutting, notching and
boring of framing members that may, in the inspector's opinion, present a structural or safety concern.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. enter any crawlspace that is not readily accessible, or where entry could cause
damage or pose a hazard to him/herself. B. move stored items or debris. C. operate sump pumps with inaccessible �oats.
D. identify the size, spacing, span or location or determine the adequacy of foundation bolting, bracing, joists, joist spans
or support systems. E. provide any engineering or architectural service. F. report on the adequacy of any structural
system or component.

Plumbing
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. the main water supply shut-o� valve; B. the main fuel supply shut-o� valve; C. the water
heating equipment, including the energy source, venting connections, temperature/pressure-relief (TPR) valves, Watts
210 valves, and seismic bracing; D. interior water supply, including all �xtures and faucets, by running the water; E. all
toilets for proper operation by �ushing; F. all sinks, tubs and showers for functional drainage; G. the drain, waste and vent
system; and H. drainage sump pumps with accessible �oats.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. whether the water supply is public or private based upon observed evidence; B. the
location of the main water supply shut-o� valve; C. the location of the main fuel supply shut-o� valve; D. the location of
any observed fuel-storage system; and E. the capacity of the water heating equipment, if labeled.
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III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. de�ciencies in the water supply by viewing the functional �ow in
two �xtures operated simultaneously; B. de�ciencies in the installation of hot and cold water faucets; C. mechanical drain
stops that were missing or did not operate if installed in sinks, lavatories and tubs; and D. toilets that were damaged, had
loose connections to the �oor, were leaking, or had tank components that did not operate.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. light or ignite pilot �ames. B. measure the capacity, temperature, age, life
expectancy or adequacy of the water heater. C. inspect the interior of �ues or chimneys, combustion air systems, water
softener or �ltering systems, well pumps or tanks, safety or shut-o� valves, �oor drains, lawn sprinkler systems, or �re
sprinkler systems. D. determine the exact �ow rate, volume, pressure, temperature, or adequacy of the water supply. E.
determine the water quality, potability or reliability of the water supply or source. F. open sealed plumbing access panels.
G. inspect clothes washing machines or their connections. H. operate any valve. I. test shower pans, tub and shower
surrounds or enclosures for leakage or functional over�ow protection. J. evaluate the compliance with conservation,
energy or building standards, or the proper design or sizing of any water, waste or venting components, �xtures, or
piping. K. determine the e�ectiveness of anti-siphon, back�ow prevention or drain-stop devices. L. determine whether
there are su�cient cleanouts for e�ective cleaning of drains. M. evaluate fuel storage tanks or supply systems. N. inspect
wastewater treatment systems. O. inspect water treatment systems or water �lters. P. inspect water storage tanks,
pressure pumps, or bladder tanks. Q. evaluate wait time to obtain hot water at �xtures or perform testing of any kind to
water heater elements. R. evaluate or determine the adequacy of combustion air. S. test, operate, open or close: safety
controls, manual stop valves, temperature/pressure-relief valves, control valves, or check valves. T. examine ancillary or
auxiliary systems or components, such as, but not limited to, those related to solar water heating and hot water
circulation. U. determine the existence or condition of polybutylene plumbing. V. inspect or test for gas or fuel leaks, or
indications thereof.

Heating
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. the heating system, using normal operating controls.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the location of the thermostat for the heating system; B. the energy source; and C. the
heating method.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. any heating system that did not operate; and B. if the heating
system was deemed inaccessible.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. inspect or evaluate the interior of �ues or chimneys, �re chambers, heat
exchangers, combustion air systems, fresh-air intakes, humidi�ers, dehumidi�ers, electronic air �lters, geothermal
systems, or solar heating systems. B. inspect fuel tanks or underground or concealed fuel supply systems. C. determine
the uniformity, temperature, �ow, balance, distribution, size, capacity, BTU, or supply adequacy of the heating system. D.
light or ignite pilot �ames. E. activate heating, heat pump systems, or other heating systems when ambient temperatures
or other circumstances are not conducive to safe operation or may damage the equipment. F. override electronic
thermostats. G. evaluate fuel quality. H. verify thermostat calibration, heat anticipation, or automatic setbacks, timers,
programs, or clocks.

Cooling
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. the cooling system, using normal operating controls.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the location of the thermostat for the cooling system; and B. the cooling method.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. any cooling system that did not operate; and B. if the cooling
system was deemed inaccessible.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. determine the uniformity, temperature, �ow, balance, distribution, size, capacity,
BTU, or supply adequacy of the cooling system. B. inspect portable window units, through-wall units, or electronic air
�lters. C. operate equipment or systems if the exterior temperature is below 65 Fahrenheit, or when other circumstances
are not conducive to safe operation or may damage the equipment. D. inspect or determine thermostat calibration,
cooling anticipation, or automatic setbacks or clocks. E. examine electrical current, coolant �uids or gases, or coolant
leakage.

Electrical
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. the service drop; B. the overhead service conductors and attachment point; C. the service
head, gooseneck and drip loops; D. the service mast, service conduit and raceway; E. the electric meter and base; F.
service-entrance conductors; G. the main service disconnect; H. panelboards and over-current protection devices (circuit
breakers and fuses); I. service grounding and bonding; J. a representative number of switches, lighting �xtures and
receptacles, including receptacles observed and deemed to be arc-fault circuit interrupter (AFCI)-protected using the AFCI
test button, where possible; K. all ground-fault circuit interrupter receptacles and circuit breakers observed and deemed
to be GFCIs using a GFCI tester, where possible; and L. smoke and carbon-monoxide detectors.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the main service disconnects amperage rating, if labeled; and B. the type of wiring
observed.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. de�ciencies in the integrity of the service entrance conductors
insulation, drip loop, and vertical clearances from grade and roofs; B. any unused circuit-breaker panel opening that was
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not �lled; C. the presence of solid conductor aluminum branch-circuit wiring, if readily visible; D. any tested receptacle in
which power was not present, polarity was incorrect, the cover was not in place, the GFCI devices were not properly
installed or did not operate properly, evidence of arcing or excessive heat, and where the receptacle was not grounded or
was not secured to the wall; and E. the absence of smoke detectors.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. insert any tool, probe or device into the main panelboard, sub-panels, distribution
panelboards, or electrical �xtures. B. operate electrical systems that are shut down. C. remove panelboard cabinet covers
or dead fronts. D. operate or re-set over-current protection devices or overload devices. E. operate or test smoke or
carbon-monoxide detectors or alarms F. inspect, operate, or test any security, �re or alarms systems or components, or
other warning or signaling systems. G. measure or determine the amperage or voltage of the main service equipment, if
not visibly labeled. H. inspect ancillary wiring or remote-control devices. I. activate any electrical systems or branch
circuits that are not energized. J. inspect low-voltage systems, electrical de-icing tapes, swimming pool wiring, or any time-
controlled devices. K. verify the service ground. L. inspect private or emergency electrical supply sources, including, but
not limited to: generators, windmills, photovoltaic solar collectors, or battery or electrical storage facility. M. inspect spark
or lightning arrestors. N. inspect or test de-icing equipment. O. conduct voltage-drop calculations. P. determine the
accuracy of labeling. Q. inspect exterior lighting.

Attic, Insulation & Ventilation
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. insulation in un�nished spaces, including attics, crawlspaces and foundation areas; B.
ventilation of un�nished spaces, including attics, crawlspaces and foundation areas; and C. mechanical exhaust systems
in the kitchen, bathrooms and laundry area.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the type of insulation observed; and B. the approximate average depth of insulation
observed at the un�nished attic �oor area or roof structure.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. the general absence of insulation or ventilation in un�nished
spaces.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. enter the attic or any un�nished spaces that are not readily accessible, or where
entry could cause damage or, in the inspector's opinion, pose a safety hazard. B. move, touch or disturb insulation. C.
move, touch or disturb vapor retarders. D. break or otherwise damage the surface �nish or weather seal on or around
access panels or covers. E. identify the composition or R-value of insulation material. F. activate thermostatically operated
fans. G. determine the types of materials used in insulation or wrapping of pipes, ducts, jackets, boilers, or wiring. H.
determine the adequacy of ventilation.

Fireplace
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. readily accessible and visible portions of the �replaces and chimneys; B. lintels above the
�replace openings; C. damper doors by opening and closing them, if readily accessible and manually operable; D. cleanout
doors and frames.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. the type of �replace.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. evidence of joint separation, damage or deterioration of the
hearth, hearth extension or chambers; B. manually operated dampers that did not open and close; C. the lack of a smoke
detector in the same room as the �replace; D. the lack of a carbon-monoxide detector in the same room as the �replace;
E. cleanouts not made of metal, pre-cast cement, or other non-combustible material.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. inspect the �ue or vent system; B. inspect the interior of chimneys or �ues, �re
doors or screens, seals or gaskets, or mantels; C. determine the need for a chimney sweep; D. operate gas �replace
inserts; E. light pilot �ames; F. determine the appropriateness of any installation; G. inspect automatic fuel-fed devices; H.
inspect combustion and/or make-up air devices; I. inspect heat-distribution assists, whether gravity-controlled or fan-
assisted; J. ignite or extinguish �res; K. determine the adequacy of drafts or draft characteristics; L. move �replace inserts,
stoves, or �rebox contents; M. perform a smoke test; N. dismantle or remove any component; O. perform a National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA)-style inspection; P. perform a Phase I �replace and chimney inspection.

Doors, Windows & Interior
I. The inspector shall inspect: A. a representative number of doors and windows by opening and closing them; B. �oors,
walls and ceilings; C. stairs, steps, landings, stairways and ramps; D. railings, guards and handrails; and E. garage vehicle
doors and the operation of garage vehicle door openers, using normal operating controls.

II. The inspector shall describe: A. a garage vehicle door as manually operated or installed with a garage door opener.

III. The inspector shall report as in need of correction: A. improper spacing between intermediate balusters, spindles and
rails for steps, stairways, guards and railings; B. photo-electric safety sensors that did not operate properly; and C. any
window that was obviously fogged or displayed other evidence of broken seals.

IV. The inspector is not required to: A. inspect paint, wallpaper, window treatments or �nish treatments. B. inspect �oor
coverings or carpeting. C. inspect central vacuum systems. D. inspect for safety glazing. E. inspect security systems or
components. F. evaluate the fastening of islands, countertops, cabinets, sink tops or �xtures. G. move furniture, stored
items, or any coverings, such as carpets or rugs, in order to inspect the concealed �oor structure. H. move suspended-
ceiling tiles. I. inspect or move any household appliances. J. inspect or operate equipment housed in the garage, except as
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otherwise noted. K. verify or certify the proper operation of any pressure-activated auto-reverse or related safety feature
of a garage door. L. operate or evaluate any security bar release and opening mechanisms, whether interior or exterior,
including their compliance with local, state, or federal standards. M. operate any system, appliance or component that
requires the use of special keys, codes, combinations, or devices. N. operate or evaluate self-cleaning oven cycles, tilt
guards/latches, or signal lights. O. inspect microwave ovens or test leakage from microwave ovens. P. operate or examine
any sauna, steam generating equipment, kiln, toaster, ice maker, co�ee maker, can opener, bread warmer, blender,
instant hot-water dispenser, or other small, ancillary appliances or devices. Q. inspect elevators. R. inspect remote
controls. S. inspect appliances. T. inspect items not permanently installed. U. discover �rewall compromises. V. inspect
pools, spas, or fountains. W. determine the adequacy of whirlpool or spa jets, water force, or bubble e�ects. X. determine
the structural integrity or leakage of pools or spas.




